NEW PRODUCTS 2018

Creating Safer Work Environments™

SmartCompliance
General First Aid
Cabinet: Medium,
Metal, Includes
Medications
Wingz Duo

SmartCompliance
cabinets make restocking
quick and easy, with
patented snap-in boxes.
The unique cabinet design
eliminates disorganized
and missing supplies. Clearly labeled compartments create
a cabinet that is easy-to-use and restock. With the expansion pocket,
you can customize your cabinet to meet your specific needs. ezRefill boxes snap into place,
simplifying restocking and keeping supplies organized. As supplies are used, SmartTab
ezRefill reminder tabs notify you when it is time to reorder supplies and puts reorder
information at your fingertips. Contents exceed the 2015 ANSI Class A requirements
and are sufficient to treat 25 or more people.
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New Product
Flyer

Wingz

S600 Series Group Lock Boxes
Carillonz

The S600 Group Lock Box is made of 430 grade stainless steel to withstand the toughest
environments. The rugged construction offers enhanced design features, making the lock box
stronger and easier to use. Features a clear, impact-resistant window, allowing participants to
see that keys are secured inside the box during group lockout. Also includes a rewritable label.
The stackable design facilitates storage and simplifies transporting multiple boxes.

Conicz

Safe Soundz™ Disposable Earplugs
Tested according to ANSI S3.19, the Direct Safety® Disposable Earplugs feature soft,
slow-recovery foam for extreme comfort and outstanding noise reduction to protect your
hearing. They are easy to roll down and insert, and they expand slowly for a low-pressure
fit in virtually any size ear canal. They are available in corded and uncorded options and are
conveniently packaged in individual polybags to keep each pair clean. Made in the USA.

In the world of personal protective
equipment, Moldex stands for
innovative design, comfort, and value.
Moldex products are created with the
comfort and safety of the end-user in mind. Not only do
Moldex products protect workers, they are comfortable, long-lasting,
and resist daily wear and tear to cut waste and promote cost savings.

ULTIM8 Safety Goggle: Black/Pink Frame,
Clear Anti-Scratch/Anti-Fog Lens and Platinum® Coating
The most advanced protection for extreme work environments offers maximum fog resistance
through the PLATINUM® coating. Features TPR waterproof foam, PC/TPR pivoting temples,
and a removable adjustable strap. Meets ANSI Z87.1 - 2010 and ANSI Z87.1 - 2015 Standards.

TRYON Safety Glasses: Black/Blue Frame,
Clear Anti-Scratch/Anti-Fog Lens and Platinum® Coating
A new brand signature, the TRYON model comes in 2 versions: ultra-wrap-around fit, sporty
design, co-injected temples with FLEX 160° technology, adjustable non-slip bridge, and
PLATINUM® coating. TRYON is the perfect combination of style, innovation, and absolute
protection. Meets ANSI Z87.1 - 2010 and ANSI Z87.1 - 2015 Standards.
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ATG MaxiDry® Zero™
Thermal Insulated Gloves:
Nitrile Coated
The MaxiDry® Zero™ integrates the core
values of the MaxiDry® brand to bring
comfort and liquid repellence together
and combine them with the THERMtech®
technology platform, which offers thermal
resistance up to -10°C/14°F inside the glove
under high activity with a coating designed
to remain flexible for temperatures up to
-30°C / -22°F. MicroFoam nitrile coating is
compatible with light oils and provides good
grip and excellent abrasion-resistance.
Complies with FDA food handling
requirements, 21 CFR, Part 177. Sizes: S-2XL.

Creating Safer Work Environments™

MaxiFlex® Ultimate™
AD-APT™ Gloves

NEW PRODUCTS 2018

EVOTECH®
Construction Harness

Designed and developed as a breathable glove, MaxiFlex® Ultimate™ has
become the benchmark for precision
handling in dry environments. Now
the iconic MaxiFlex® gets even
better thanks to the inclusion of the
new technology, AD-APT™ from
ATG®. How does it work? AD-APT™
technology is a proprietary system
that releases microencapsulated,
natural cooling agents on the inside
palm area of the glove. 100% silicone
free. Complies with FDA food handling
requirements, 21 CFR, Part 177. ANSI
CUT LEVEL: A1. Sizes: XS-2XL.

For the latest design features that improve user
comfort, ease of use, durability, and user safety,
choose the EVOTECH® Harness. The EVOTECH®
Construction Harness has Nanosphere® coating
on the webbing that repels grease, dirt, and
moisture. Also includes an integral back pad and
tool belt with dual-durometer padding for superior
comfort in work positioning applications. Back
and hip D-rings.
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Workreation Icon LTE™ Pants
™
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Tingley® Workreation™ Icon LTE™ Pants have a fly front with a center snap, elastic
waistband with drawcord, and two pass-through pockets with snaps. There is one hook
and loop take-up strap and one zipper opening located on each leg cuff. Loaded with
premium features for multi-purpose applications. The lightweight, waterproof, breathable
material is ideal for warmer climates.
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Workreation™ Icon LTE™ Jacket
SnowForce™ Polyester Softshell
Thinsulate™ Lined Winter Driver Gloves
The SnowForce™ rugged winter driver gloves will easily replace old leather drivers, ropers, or
fitter gloves with increased style and comfort. Tough, synthetic polyurethane palms offer more
dexterity and better performance than natural leather, especially in cold and wet conditions.
(Synthetic fibers take far less time to dry than natural fibers, and don’t become stiff after drying.)
The gloves are incredibly lightweight and feature elastic backs for a comfortable, non-bulky,
contoured fit. Fully Thinsulate™ lined for warmth up to -10° C / 14° F without bulk, and won’t
absorb liquids. A polyurethane palm liner that extends from the fingertips to the top edge of the
cuff provides an impermeable barrier to wind and water. Sizes: M-2XL.

Arctic Knit™ ComFortrel® Glove Liners, White
Designed to fit neatly underneath your favorite pair of work gloves, these 13-gauge
Arctic Knit ComFortrel® glove liners keep hands warm and dry in the workplace.
Constructed with ComFortrel® fiber—a breathable engineered co-polymer known
for its impressive moisture-wicking properties—these liners will repel dampness by
pushing perspiration away from the skin to keep hands dry throughout your workday.
ComFortrel® dries much faster than cotton or polyester liners and offers superb shape
retention and shrink-resistance even after being laundered. Sizes: S-XL.

The Tingley® Workreation™ Icon LTE™ Jacket features set-in sleeve construction with
full cut shoulder and 180-degree sleeve-to-body angle. The jacket has a zippered storm fly
front with snap closure and an attached hood-in-collar. Sleeve cuffs are elasticized with
hook and loop take-up straps. The jacket has attachment tabs at each sleeve cuff and at
the collar to accommodate optional zip-in liners, a headphone pass through configuration,
and 8 pockets.

Corner

ErgoDeck MAX Tile Matting
		
Squids® 3193
Tape Measure Tethering Kit
The Squids® 3193 Tape Measure Tethering
Kit includes a 3100F(x) Single Carabiner Tool
Lanyard and a 3770 Tape Measure Trap.
This kit allows you to tether one standard 2lb
(0.9kg) tape measure. Approved to the ANSI/
ISEA 121-2018 standard.

Ramp

Gone are the days of having to choose between comfort and customization. This modular tile
takes flexibility, performance, and safety to the max. The ErgoDeck Max has patented LockSafe
technology which connects together, but can be taken apart and reconnected on demand. This
revolutionary product utilizes a universal edging system for simple configuration and installation.

707HVO Chemical Resistant
Nitrile Gloves
SHOWA’s® revolutionary Eco Best Technology®
(EBT), the 707HVO blends the best of disposable
and chemical-resistant technology to deliver
optimum fit, feel, and comfort while protecting
against chemicals. Eco Best Technology®
accelerates the biodegradation of these gloves in
biologically active landfills. This nitrile glove fits like
“second skin” and effectively protects against oils,
hydrocarbons, grease, and abrasions. Meets FDA
Standards for Food Contact. Nitrile is unsupported,
unlined, and biodegradable. Features rolled cuff
bisque finish on palm and fingers. Hand-specific
form. 9 mil. thick (0.23mm). 12" long (305mm).
12 pairs/bag. Sizes: XS-2XL.

Log on to our website or contact
your sales rep for further info and pricing!

SpillFix™ Granular Absorbent
708 Nitrile Glove
The SHOWA® 708 is ideal for professionals working
in the food industry. This 100% nitrile, liquid-proof
glove has high chemical-resistance and a unique
fish scale pattern that provides excellent grip in wet
environments. 9 mil. think for exceptional resistance
to tearing and chemicals. 24 pairs/bag. Sizes: S-3XL.

SpillFix™ Granular is completely natural, producing
no carcinogens or dust, and has more than four
times the absorption power of clay granular. Made of
100% recycled material. Effective on hydrocarbons,
water-based fluids, and most aggressive chemicals.
Lightweight and easy to deploy.

MEGA Composite Toe PVC Overshoe
The MEGA Composite Toe Overshoe™ is designed for temporary protection where there is
a risk of toe damage due to crushing or falling objects or where toe protection is required.
The unique and effective tread design provides exceptional slip resistance on typical walking
surfaces. Made with PVC for better fit around all footwear. The composite toe is 25% lighter
than steel and meets and exceeds the impact and compression performance criteria of
ASTM F2413-11.

Check out all of our new products at conney.com/NewProducts
800.356.9100 // www.conney.com/NewProducts
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